CASE STUDY

Insurance industry

How we protect software at the
core of the U.S. largest insurers
Problem

Solution

Result

Customers from insurance
industry are acutely aware of
cyber-security, and hold
software products they procure
to highest standards of security.

SoftSeq performed OWASP
ASVS software security audit,
and follow-up improvement
consulting for the client’s
product - an enterprise software
solution used by top U.S.
insurance companies, hardening
its security posture.

SoftSeq engagement rendered
3rd party security assessments
and penetration tests against
our client’s software product
fruitless.

This has put a lot of pressure on
our client, an insurance software
provider, in passing their
customers’ penetration tests
with no embarrassing findings,
and answering tricky security
questionnaires.

Additionally, SoftSeq’s novel
approach to security in software
development has allowed
SoftSeq’s client to provide
answers to their customer’s
security questionnaires during
pre-sales that far exceed
expectations.

Despite numerous penetration
tests of their own, security
issues were still slipping by, so a
new approach was necessary.

SoftSeq then introduced Secure
Software Development
Life-cycle, with automation and
security experts at each
development stage. This
approach has ensured that no
architecture or code change
slips by without technical
security and risk assessment.
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SoftSeq is a Boutique Security Consulting company providing Professional Services in the
field of Software Security. We provide innovative cyber-security services to ensure
customer software is hacker-proof, and in compliance with the most rigorous international
standards. We make world-class security services affordable to companies of all sizes.

For SoftSeq’s client, this effort
turned security from liability into
a strong competitive advantage.
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